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A leading importer of limited-production wines of character and quality takes us on an intimate
tour through family-owned vineyards in France and Italy and reflects upon the last three decades
of controversy, hype, and change in the world of wineIn the late 1970s, Neal I. Rosenthal set out
to learn everything he could about wine. Today, he is one of the most successful importers of
traditionally made wines produced by small family-owned estates in France and Italy. Rosenthal
has immersed himself in the culture of Old World wine production, working closely with his
growers for two and sometimes three generations. He is one of the leading exponents of the
concept of “terroir”—the notion that a particular vineyard site imparts distinct qualities of
bouquet, flavor, and color to a wine. In Reflections of a Wine Merchant, Rosenthal brings us into
the cellars, vineyards, and homes of these vignerons, and his delightful stories about his
encounters, relationships, and explorations—and what he has learned along the way—give us
an unequaled perspective on winemaking tradition and what threatens it today. Rosenthal was
featured in the documentary film Mondovino and is one of the more outspoken figures against
globalization, homogenization, and the “critic-ization” of the wine business. He was also a major
subject in Lawrence Osborne’s The Accidental Connoisseur. His is an important voice in
defense of the individual and the artisanal, and their contribution to our quality of life.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. The 2008 vintage qualities remain undetermined, but
with this title by New York City wine importer Rosenthal, the still-young year yields one of the
outstanding wine books of recent memory. From long experience, the author writes that wine
should be first understood as an expression of soil through fermented grape juice and begins his
memoir of a tradesman's life with a short manifesto on that expressive quality called terroir.
Then, Rosenthal takes us on an autobiography of his life as a wine merchant, starting with the
opening of his Manhattan shop in 1978, from early misadventures and small-scale successes to
the ferreting of significant discoveries far off the paths habitually beaten through France and Italy
in particular. His and his wife, Kerry, had a knack for finding the hitherto unknown, and he
narrates these discoveries with physical and social details that bring moments to vivid, sensory
life. The period he chronicles was one of enormous developments in wine, from California
through globalization, and he writes intelligently of the problems that came with progress. Yet
neither the trade nor this title is romantic: Rosenthal makes clear the hard, often unpleasant work
of winemaking and its trade and the setbacks that are part of the process. Through his business,
he has had and been responsible for countless wine-related experiences of exceptional quality;
he has now provided a literary one. B&w photos. (May)Copyright © Reed Business Information,
a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Review“Neal Rosenthal is a source of the kind
of wines that I have always looked for, wines that speak to me not of marketing trends, but of the



places where they were grown and the people who made them. Whether rustic or elegant,
Neal’s wines are wines of character, of taste. His lively book, which displays the spunky
personality of the author, shines light on how character and taste may be bred into wine.” —
Victor Hazan“There have been many books about wine, but rarely one as absorbing and as wise
as this one. Rosenthal tells of his travels in France and Italy, of his friendships with wine growers,
and of his own growing understanding of this ancient business that combines both art and
commerce. He writes so well, one can taste the wines he loves.” —Charles Simic About the
AuthorNeal I. Rosenthal was born in New York City in 1945 and was educated at Rutgers,
Columbia, and New York University. He lives on a fifty-seven-acre farmstead in Pine Plains, New
York, which produces organic eggs, buckwheat honey, fruit, and vegetables.From The
Washington PostReviewed by Jonathan YardleyIn August 1977, Neal Rosenthal quit his
"stagnating career as a lawyer specializing in the arcane rules and regulations of corporate and
international tax law, and, in a desperate attempt to maintain some semblance of financial
stability, . . . purchased the remnants of my parents' retail business, a neighborhood liquor store"
in "a tiny cube on the corner of Seventy-second Street and Lexington Avenue" in "the Upper
East Side of Manhattan, a tony residential quarter." The store's selection of wines and
Rosenthal's knowledge of wine were limited, but he set about improving both, with impressive
results: He and his wife, Kerry Madigan, are now co-owners of Rosenthal Wine Merchant, a
"little importing company" that is "little" only in the sense that it serves a limited clientele, one
that appears to be knowledgeable, choosy and rich.This exclusiveness must be kept in mind as
one ventures into Reflections of a Wine Merchant, Rosenthal's memoir of his three decades in
the high-end wine business. It is quite a good book -- well written, informative, agreeably
opinionated -- but it is about a world that precious few of us are in position to enter. Though
Rosenthal is maddeningly coy about money matters -- I cannot recall that he mentions even
once what he paid for an order of wine or charged for a bottle, and his company's Web site does
not include wine prices -- one does not have to be a genius to conclude that since he specializes
in the most elite wines from the most elite districts of France and Italy, we are talking about far
bigger bucks than most of us are able to spend. If you are, as I am, someone who regards the
purchase of a $25 bottle of wine as a rare and extravagant occasion, you probably are going to
feel, as I do, that Rosenthal is off somewhere in terra incognita.Or, more accurately, terroir, the
"concept that the particulars of a zone -- the combination of soil, climate, grape type, and,
perhaps, human history -- are responsible for producing very special characteristics that are
unique to a quite specific spot." Rosenthal is a passionate believer in terroir and, equally, a
passionate disbeliever in the mass production of wines without regard to the specific character
of the place in which the grapes are grown. He operates by standards that can only be called
rigorous. Here he comments on one French grower's insistence that his daughter "never, under
any circumstances," sell a small vineyard called Les Ménétrieres:"This sentiment is the ultimate
expression of someone's love of the land, recognition that nature is king and we are only its
caretakers, that land is eternal and we are not. It is why I insist on working with estate-bottled



wines; it is why I require our growers to be as specific as possible when labeling their wines so
that our clients and the ultimate consumers of these hand-made, limited production wines can
have a better understanding of the magic that takes place when the vine is planted in a special
place and cared for by the proper steward."It is here that Rosenthal separates himself from the
herd of wine snobs whose interest ultimately is less in the wines themselves than in the prices
they fetch, the labels they bear, the prizes they win. His commitment to terroir is deep and ardent
and rises from a conviction "that nature makes the wine and man acts as its steward." Among
his most appealing characteristics is his infectious love for the particular places where fine wines
are grown and for the people who grow them.It helps as well that Rosenthal is honest and
reasonably modest about his own education in the subtleties of wine and the business attendant
to it. He started out, in 1977, with "a two-week sabbatical in the Berkshire hills of western
Massachusetts accompanied by several cases of wine and a bunch of books on the subject,"
returning "with a scintilla of wine knowledge" that provided the foundation for what he has built in
the ensuing years. His nose and palate seem to be exceptionally keen: "No one ever taught me
how to taste wine, nor did I learn from someone else what is good and bad. I brought my own
talents, developed my own standards, and jumped into the fray. I had no business plan; instinct
was my guide. I naively believed that allegiance to quality would carry the day, and I trusted my
own taste. I have always said that if I couldn't sell the wine I was purchasing, at least I would be
happy to drink it."His taste, by his ready admission, is conservative: "I am curious about the new
and different, but I am most at home with the tried and true. Ultimately, my portfolio of growers
and their wines reflects my search for wines that are part of classical tradition. As a result, we
may be out of the mainstream." It therefore is no surprise that Rosenthal was chosen as a
spokesman for traditionalists by the makers of "Mondovino" (2004), a controversial Belgian film
that excoriates the mass-production wine industry from a decidedly left-wing and anti-American
point of view, a slant of which Rosenthal may well have been unaware when he was interviewed.
In his memoir he laments that wine is no longer the "gentleman's business" it was (or so at least
he imagines) when he began, a business dominated now by big money and "a need to fashion
wine that will be most appealing in its youth and brought to market rapidly." He writes harshly
about today's wine critics, who "provide fodder for the marketing of wines," and about what the
wine culture has become: "So much of today's brave new world of wine and food is often no
more than a game of smoke and mirrors, more bravado than substance, a world where young
chefs with a couple of years of study at a fancy food university display their lack of discipline by
piling all their lessons before you on every plate, and itinerant winemakers bring their formulas
fresh from the laboratory to make wines of flash that cannot satisfy, which have to be gobbled up
instantly before the deception is discovered."There is more than a little truth to that, though not a
syllable of it will find favor in the trendy places where hot new fashions in food and wine are
inhaled by those who now pass for tastemakers. Still, Rosenthal fails to come to terms with the
realities of today's marketplace. Wine produced by growers such as those with whom he works
is and always will be a luxury available only to the few, except, perhaps, to those living in the



places where it is made. His notion that there will be a return to the old ways on a larger scale is,
to put it charitably, naive. It's not going to happen. The wine industry wants to grow, not to shrink
into a niche market for wealthy connoisseurs. The best that can be hoped for, in light of the
inescapable realities of production, distribution and marketing, is that people will still be able to
buy wines of acceptable quality at acceptable prices.The truth is that many such wines are
available now. Rosenthal turns up his nose at just about all wines made anywhere except in his
treasured terroirs of France and Italy, but I have often been steered by knowledgeable wine
salespeople to eminently drinkable and affordable wines from South America, Australia, South
Africa, the West Coast and other places that Rosenthal generally disdains. It is a pity that his
admirable loyalty to terroir and those who worship at its altar blinds him to the facts of life with
which less fortunately situated people must deal.Still, there is much more to praise than to
condemn in Reflections of a Wine Merchant. Rosenthal clearly has a gift for friendship, and his
accounts of his dealings with growers and their families can be touching as well as informative.
Being a wine merchant is harder than most people imagine, and he does a good job of
describing its quotidian details. Most of all, though, this book is the testament of someone who,
through a combination of talent, determination and good luck, has been able to spend his
working life doing exactly what he wants to do, and doing it well. That is a blessing not often
bestowed, and Rosenthal's gratitude for it is evident on every page.Copyright 2008, The
Washington Post. All Rights Reserved.Read more
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Gerry Dawes, “Neil Rosenthal is the real deal.. Neal Rosenthal is the real deal, and so is Alice
Feiring, whose My Battle for Wine and Love or How I Saved the World from Parkerization. Both
echo themes about the authenicity and sense of place in truly great wines and rail against the
tragic (for real wine lovers) imposition of industry homogeneousness and wine manipulation over
the real thing.Both these books are deep--not frivolous, as some people would like to paint Alice
Feiring's book--complex and filled with nuances that everyone who really cares about great wine
should know and appreciate. Neither book is jammed with appreciation for overripe fruit, residual
sugar, palate numbing alcohol levels and, Thank God, neither comes in a horrid new oak binding
(barrels where supposed to be aging vessels, not gross flavoring agents that override grape
varieties, terroir, etc.).My prediction is that these two books are going to have an enormous
impact on young (and not so young) sommeliers, wine directors and wine buyers (especially
non-retail types, who don't use Parker scores to flog wines), because they both espouse the
greatness and distinctiveness of terroir-driven, authentic, artisan wines that have a sense of
place. Since these are not mass market Parkerista wines, I think this philosophy will not have an
immediate effect on the Parker consumer, but it will have on restaurant wine lists run by younger
sommeliers, who believe it or not have been fed up with tasting Parkerista wines for quite some
time. They will seek terroir-driven wines to lend distinction to their lists and push these wines as
those which help set their wine lists and restaurants apart.Restaurant goers will discover these
wines and begin to look for retail stores that carry them. It will not be long before the already
choppy anti-Parkerista waters build into a very big wave, which, pardon me, copycat American
wine journalists will soon see as a bandwagon to jump on, at least those who still have a palate
left after tasting all the overripe, sweet, over-oaked, alcoholic junk that they have been barraged
with over the past decade or so. And with greening and organic movements growing stronger in
response to environmental changes, more and more conscientous wine drinkers will begin to
question the manipulation of wines.Neil Rosenthal: ". . . proof that there is some seriously fine
terroir to be found in California and elsewhere, terroir that merits being left to express itself rather
than being dominated and destroyed by human manipulation in the form of superextraction or
immersion in new oak barrels or any of dozens of other laboratory tricks that "correct" what
nature gives us."Alice Feiring: ". . . At stake is the soul of wine. This is giant corporation vs.
independent winemaker. This is international and homogenous vs. local and varied. This
manipulated and technical wine vs. natural and artisanal. . .wine is being reduced to the common
denominator. . .I visit producers who make wines that inspire love and devotion. . . I unmask the
modern way--the reverse osmosis, the tannin addition, the yeasts, the enzymes, the cold soaks,
the sawdust, oak chips, the barriques, the micro- and macro-oxygenation, the rotor fermenters,
and the cherry drops. There will be scientists and consultants, who help create cookie-cutter
wines for the mass palate. I will deal with those who say terroir (the magic that brings soil,
climate, vintage, and winemaker together in a bottle of wine) and natural winemaking are simply



excuses for making bad wine."Neal Rosenthal and Alice Feiring are hero and heroine!!! Buy both
these books and take a trip through the world of real wine, you will never turn back.And as to the
reviews that claim Neal Rosenthal's book is filled with bad writing--sounds like some of you have
been drinking too much of the wine that Neal disdains.Gerry DawesBlog: Gerry Dawes's Spain:
An Insider's Guide to Spanish Food, Wine, Culture and Travel.”

Dog Lover, “Enjoyable read for wine lovers. If you love wine you will enjoy the many short stories
contained in this book. They are stories of dark underground cellars and sunny afternoons in the
vineyards. It is sure to make you smile.”

Y. Teperman, “one of the essential core group of wine books.. Wine books form a somewhat
unique and heady non-fiction category in and of itself: they are in part a cultural history, in part
anthropology, in part a lesson in botany, and a travelogue mixed with personal remeniscences of
a memouir. Within the entire category resides a core group of about five exceptional books that I
see as an essential reading list that every wine enthusiast would benefit from reading.So,
please, feel free to know at this time that this particular book is one of those five foundational
wine books. It is also an important counter-balancing part to that "other" essential wine book by
Kermit Lynch "Adventures on the wine route".in a way, it would be most beneficial to read the two
books back-to-back. Yet, while both are similar in their narrative structure that sprinkles
merchant business travelogues with personal anecdotes and informal advice, their authors do
differ in their preferences for some particular wine-making regions, techniques, types of grape,
etc. Which is rather normal and to be expected as both authors seem to express their rather
particular characters.Importantly, both book come across as equally honest and genuinely heart-
felt in their opinions.So, if you like wine, do yourself a favor and read this book alone, or even
better, as a companion piece to the wonderful memoir by Kermit Lynch' "Adventures on the
Wine Route". Cheers!”

S. Timko, “An interesting read. Neal Rosenthal has written a good book about his experience in
the wine business.Inevitably it's going to be compared to Kermit Lynch's "Adventures on the
Wine Route." That's the benchmark for wine books of this sort and I'm not sure anyone is going
to equal it. Lynch is a good story teller as well as being kind of a Lewis & Clark of U.S. wine
merchants, which gave him incredible stories to tell.One of Rosenthal's chapters is a direct
rebuttal to "Adventures on the Wine Route," where he discusses the problems of the wine seller
choosing the barrels of wine he's willing to sell.As far as complaints from other reviewers that
he's bitter or settling scores, I think Rosenthal is just telling the story as he experienced it. One
U.S. importer in particular seems to come across poorly. I've talked with three people who've
dealt with that importer directly or through intermediaries and except for his excellent portfolio
none had anything nice to say about him. So when Rosnthal writes bad things about him he's
just picking the low-hanging fruit.I want to try some of the wines that Rosenthal describes. I'm



still trying to track down some Chambave rouge and I've got a line on some white Burgundy.The
writing is awkward in places. That's as much a fault of the editor as it is Rosenthal. It really
seemed to slow down at the end. I got the feeling with the ending he ran out of gas and just
wanted to end the book.Also, he seems to be making the same pro-terroir argument several
times with slightly different arguments. It seems that could have been condensed.There's not
much mention of my two favorite Rosenthal imports, Foreau and Schleret. Maybe he didn't have
much to say. I'm glad someone is bringing them into the United States.But I liked the book and
would recommend it to anyone who loves wine.”

The book by Charles Hughes has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 50 people have provided feedback.
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